Case Study

End-to-end Quality Assurance across Value Chain with LTI QA Services for Leading Global Manufacturer
Client
The client is a Fortune 500 company and the world’s largest manufacturer of two and four wheelers.

Business Needs

- Improve stability of application and reduce high volume of high severity tickets
- Ensure zero downtime of critical applications
- Re-define operating model for testing for transforming into an agile way of working
- Business process-aligned testing to validate end-to-end process spanning across vendor, dealer and agent platforms
- Set-up a knowledge management repository ensuring consistent understanding of business processes across vendor partners

LTI Solution

- Established a gated testing life-cycle, aligning to the client’s process framework, thereby ensuring process compliance and on-time quality delivery of releases.
- Provided a client-specific hybrid test automation framework i.e a combination of data driven and keyword framework.
- Over 10,000 component test cases authored and developed an orchestration model for establishing end-to-end scenarios from the components.
- Test data creation and maintenance platform across multiple testing types.
- Implemented end-to-end test management tool with real-time QA dashboards.
- Implemented cross platform automation strategy.
- Leveraged client’s document management system for knowledge repository and rolled-out the framework across partners.
LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 400 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 31 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 32,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI Global.
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